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Abstract— There has been growing interest in nanobub-
bles (NBs) for vascular and extravascular ultrasound
contrast imaging and therapeutic applications. Stud-
ies to date have generally utilized low frequencies
( <12 MHz), high concentrations (>109 mL–1), and uncal-
ibrated B-mode or contrast-mode on commercial systems
without reporting investigations on NB signatures upon
which the imaging protocols should be based. We recently
demonstrated that low concentrations (106 mL–1) of
porphyrin-lipid-encapsulated NBs scatter nonlinearly at low
(2.5, 8 MHz) and high (12.5, 25, 30 MHz) frequencies in a
pressure threshold-dependentmanner that is advantageous
for amplitude modulation (AM) imaging. Here, we implement
pressure-calibrated AM at high frequency on a commercial
preclinical array system to enhance sensitivity to nonlinear
scattering of three phospholipid-based NB formulations.
With this approach, improvements in contrast to tissue
ratio relative to B-mode between 12.4 and 22.8 dB are
demonstrated in a tissue-mimicking phantom, and between
6.7 and 14.8 dB in vivo.

Index Terms— Amplitude modulation (AM), array trans-
ducer, high frequency, imaging, nanobubble (NB).
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I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT clinical ultrasound contrast agent microbub-
bles are 1–10 μm in diameter, and resonant at diagnostic

low frequencies (1–10 MHz). These microbubbles circulate
within the vasculature and result in image contrast due to non-
linear emissions, caused by volumetric oscillations in response
to ultrasound. At present, microbubbles have global approval
for echocardiography, and are approved in various countries
for characterization of breast, kidney, liver, spleen, pancreas,
gastrointestinal, and urogenital imaging [1], [2].

Recently, there has been increasing interest in the use of
nanobubbles (NBs) for ultrasound imaging and therapeutic
applications both at conventional and higher (>12 MHz)
frequencies [3]. NBs are typically on the order of hundreds
of nanometers, and like microbubbles contain a compressible
perfluorocarbon gas core surrounded by a lipid, polymer,
or protein shell [3]. Their size and structure yield multiple
advantages. First, a higher number density within a focal
volume [4] increases sensitivity for microvascular mapping.
Second, a higher surface area to volume ratio enables increased
shell payload capacity. Third, their small size may permit
access to the extravascular compartment of tumors for new
oncological applications.

However, these advantages are accompanied by challenges
in imaging NBs, which rely on the detection of acoustic signa-
tures that are fundamentally impacted by size. Unencapsulated
bubbles have a resonant frequency that varies inversely with
radius, r [5], [6]. The addition of an encapsulating layer
increases the resonant frequency and adds a viscous damping
term proportional to 1/r3 [7], [8]. The increasingly prominent
effects of damping as bubble size decreases are accompanied
by a reduction in scattering cross section, which is proportional
to r6 [8]. Indeed, linear bubble theory predicts not only
a profound reduction in scattering but also an increase in
resonant frequency far exceeding what is typically utilized in
biomedical ultrasound [4], [7] [4, 7]. Despite this, NB imaging
may be enabled by two factors: First, the higher number den-
sities present within a given volume compared to microbub-
bles may offset individual size-based scattering differences.
Second, the encapsulating shell has been established to play a
prominent role in nonlinear scattering at both low [9]–[15] and
high [16, 17, 18, 7, 4, 19] frequencies for bubbles down to
1–2 μm in size. Initial evidence obtained at low frequencies
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(2.5–8 MHz) suggests that the shell may also play a central
role in the behavior of NBs, but this remains to be established
at higher frequencies.

A variety of NB formulations have been developed, accom-
panied by demonstrations of both imaging [20]–[26] and ther-
apeutic [27]–[32] applications. At lower frequencies, there has
been a substantial number of reports using both B-mode and
contrast mode in phantoms and in vivo [21]–[26], [33]–[35].
High-frequency (>12 MHz) NB imaging studies are more
limited, and largely conducted with B-mode [36]. In general,
these are demonstrations of principle with default system
settings, and were not conducted with a view to investigating
imaging performance.

In contrast mode, commercial systems typically employ
multipulse sequences of pulse inversion (PI), amplitude
modulation (AM), or combined pulse-inversion amplitude-
modulation (PIAM) [37]–[40] to exploit differences in
amplitudes, frequency, and/or phase to improve contrast.
AM is particularly relevant to contrast imaging when there
is a nonlinear pressure dependence of the echo amplitudes
and/or phases that manifest within the received signal fre-
quency bandwidth. It is a well-established method to increase
detection sensitivity relative to B-mode imaging, at least in
the context of microbubbles at lower frequencies [37]–[41].
For high-frequency mechanically scanned systems, a range
of approaches have been implemented (with or without PI)
for microbubble imaging that emphasizes nonlinear frequency
coupling, such as subharmonic, ultraharmonic, and second
harmonic [42]–[45]. AM has also been implemented in higher
frequency commercial array-based systems and its perfor-
mance has been evaluated in the context of microbubble
formulations [19], [43], [46]–[48].

Despite the growing use of NBs, only two studies have
directly examined NB acoustic signatures systematically with
a view to developing relevant imaging schemes [20], [49].
In these studies, scattering from dilute (106 mL−1) suspen-
sions of porphyrin-lipid NBs was assessed using broadband
single element transducers. It was demonstrated that nonlinear
scattering occurred in a pressure threshold-dependent manner,
at low (<10 MHz) [20] and high (12.5–30 MHz) [49] fre-
quencies. The occurrence of this threshold behavior in NBs
may be advantageous for AM imaging. Indeed, a subset of
scattering experiments in [49] also demonstrated that an AM
pulsing scheme retained signals from porphyrin NBs within
certain pressure ranges.

In the present study, we investigate pressure-calibrated
AM at high frequency using a commercial preclinical array
system, with the goal of enhancing sensitivity to NB scat-
tering. A custom AM scheme is implemented based on NB
acoustic signatures and evaluated using three different for-
mulations for broader relevance: Porphyrin-lipid NBs have
been investigated previously [20], [49] and were found to
exhibit pressure-threshold behavior. This formulation is of
further interest for multimodal imaging and therapeutic appli-
cations, with a photosensitizer directly incorporated in the
shell [50], [51]. Definity was filtered to study a size-isolated
(<0.8 μm) population of a standard clinical agent. Finally,
propylene glycol, glycerol, phospholipid-based (PG-Gly-PL)

NBs, of interest for their significant stability [34], were
assessed. With this calibrated AM approach, we demon-
strate enhanced contrast-to-tissue ratios (CTRs) relative to
B-mode in a vessel phantom and in vivo for these three NB
formulations.

II. METHODS

A. Agent Preparation and Characterization

Three NB agents were investigated, each prepared with
different formulations and processes, with A.C.S. grade
(>99% purity) chemical compounds. Porphyrin NBs (as
in [20] and [49]) were formulated with 0.5 mg total
of 60 mol% 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DSPC; Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, AL, USA),
10 mol% 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-
N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DSPE-mPEG2k;
Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, AL, USA), and 30 molar%
pyropheophorbide-lipid (synthesized by acylating 1-stearoyl-
2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine with it Spirulina
pacifica-derived pyropheophorbide [50], [52]). These lipids
were dissolved in chloroform and mixed in 12 mm × 35 mm
glass vials. The solutions were dried under nitrogen gas
while vortexing and placed in a vacuum for 1 h. Films were
then rehydrated with 1 mL of buffer solution ( pH = 7.4)
comprised of 80 vol% phosphate-buffered saline, 10 vol %
propylene glycol, and 10 vol % glycerol. Vials were then
heated to 70 ◦C (above the transition temperatures of each
lipid in the formulation), sonicated in a bath sonicator (65 ◦C;
Branson 2510), topped with octafluoropropane gas (C3F8,
Fluoromed L.P., Round Rock, TX, USA), and sealed. Prior to
experiments, samples were activated from room temperature
in a VialMix (Lantheus Medical Imaging, Billerica, MA,
USA) for 45 s and allowed to passively cool to room
temperature over 10 min. The agent was then gently mixed
and set to decant for 2 min prior to opening and extracting
0.5 mL from the bottom with a blunt 18 G needle. Agent
was then diluted in 3 mL of phosphate-buffered saline and
filtered through a 0.22 μm pore size syringe filter (Millipore
Millex-GV) to isolate the NB population.

Definity (Lantheus Medical Imaging, Billerica, MA, USA)
NBs were isolated from the native commercial formulation.
Definity was activated in a VialMix for 45 s, then allowed
to passively cool to room temperature. The agent was then
resuspended and set to decant for 2 min prior to extracting
0.3 mL with a blunt 18 G needle while venting. The agent
was diluted in 3 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (pH = 7.4)
and filtered through a 0.8 μm pore size syringe filter (Millipore
Millex-GV) to isolate the NB population.

PG-Gly-PL NBs (as in [34]) were prepared by dissolving
6.1 mg of 1,2-dibehenoyl-itsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DBPC C22; Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, AL,
USA), 1 mg of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-itsn-glycero-3-phosphate
(DPPA; Corden Pharma, Plankstadt, Germany), 2 mg of
1,2-dipalmitoyl-itsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DPPE,
Corden Pharma, Plankstadt, Germany), and 1 mg of 1,
2-distearoyl-itsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy
(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DSPE-mPEG2k; Laysan Lipids,
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Fig. 1. Agent size distributions for porphyrin NBs, 0.8µm filtered Definity
NBs and PG-Gly-PL NBs. (a) Number per mL and (b) volume per mL
(µm3/mL) with a magnified view over a smaller diameter range, with
standard deviations displayed as shading around the mean.

Arab, AL, USA) into 0.1 mL of propylene glycol, heating
at 80 ◦C and sonicating. A mixture of 0.1 mL glycerol and
0.8 mL phosphate buffer solution ( pH = 7.4) heated to 80 ◦C
was added, and the resulting lipid solution was sonicated
for 10 min at room temperature. The solution was then
transferred to a 3 mL glass vial, capped with a rubber septum
and aluminum seal, and sealed with a vial crimper. Air was
removed from each vial with a 30 mL syringe and replaced
with octafluoropropane gas (C3F8; AirGas, Radnor, PA, USA).
Samples were then activated in a VialMix (Bristol-Myers
Squibb Medical Imaging Inc., New Cairo, Egypt) for 45 s.
NBs were isolated by differential centrifugation at 50 g for
5 min with the vial inverted, and 100 μL of NB solution
was withdrawn at 5 mm from the bottom with a 21 G
needle. Isolated NBs were transferred to new vials, capped
and sealed. Unlike previous experiments [34], samples were
frozen and stored at −80 ◦C until use [53]. For use, vials
were thawed to room temperature, gently mixed, and the
agent was extracted from the vial while venting with a blunt
18 G needle.

The size distribution of these three agents (Fig. 1) was
measured with a 10 μm aperture Coulter Counter (n = 3
vials per agent; Multisizer 4e, Beckman-Coulter Inc., Brea,
CA, USA). The number mode was found to be 0.24, 0.26,
and 0.366 μm for porphyrin NBs, Definity NBs, and PG-
Gly-PL NBs, respectively, and the volume modes were 0.28,
0.364, and 0.68 μm, respectively. Each agent was used
within 30 min.

B. Ultrasound System Setup

A high-frequency 256-element linear array transducer
(MS250; FUJIFILM Visualsonics, Toronto, ON, Canada)
driven by a Vevo2100 (FUJIFILM Visualsonics, Toronto,
ON, Canada) was utilized at its center transmit frequency
(21 MHz). The scanner employs a 64-channel beamformer
on both transmit and receive. The transmit excitation is
provided to the transducer elements by three-state pulses.
To our knowledge, no apodization is used on transmit (i.e., all
channel transmits have the same amplitude). On receive,
the signals are low pass-filtered before digitization of the
I and Q, which is performed using a direct quadrature sampling

scheme at a sampling frequency of 42 MHz (i.e., twice
the transmit frequency) [19], [56], [57]. A delay-and-sum
algorithm is applied to the digitized I/Q data for beamforming
on receive. Beamformed I/Q data can be exported by the
system for reconstruction of the RF signal whose bandwidth
can extend (theoretically) from 0 to 42 MHz. In practice,
the RF bandwidth is narrowed (around the transducer center
frequency) due to the limited bandwidth of the transducer itself
and the application of the receive filter. Therefore, nonlinear
contrast imaging was performed by exploiting the scattered
signal nonlinearity detected in the fundamental band centered
around the transmit frequency.

In this study, nonlinear contrast imaging was implemented
using an AM approach whereby two pulses of different ampli-
tudes are successively transmitted along each image line, while
keeping the aperture and element transmit delays identical.
On receive, beamformed I/Q data corresponding to the trans-
mitted pulse-pair were scaled to compensate for the transmit
amplitude ratio and subtracted. Ideally, the two transmit pulses
would differ only by their amplitudes (i.e., no differences
in phase nor bulk delays), tissue would scatter linearly, and
pressure wave propagation would be linear. Under these
conditions, tissue signals would cancel completely with only
the nonlinear contribution of the contrast agent response in
the fundamental band remaining. However, these prerequisites
were not entirely fulfilled for the amplitude range in this
study on the Vevo2100, and a system calibration was therefore
required to devise ad hoc compensations. Details of the
calibration can be found in the Appendix.

C. Phantom Imaging Procedures

NB behavior was investigated at 107 mL−1 (porphyrin NBs
and Definity NBs) or 108 mL−1 (PG-Gly-PL NBs) for approx-
imately comparable signal levels and compared to linearly
scattering Orgasol (1.82 wt%, with 1.5 wt% Tween-20) and
a scattering phantom matrix. Each NB agent was injected
through a vertically oriented channel phantom with the array
transducer angled by 10◦ to minimize acoustic reflections off
the front and back interfaces. Fresh agent was brought into
the focal zone and held stationary for each acquisition.

1) Phantom Preparation: The phantoms [Fig. 2(a)] consisted
of a channel cast with a 17 G needle in an acrylic chamber
(3 cm × 3 cm circular window cross section; 1 cm length)
filled with gel, held by mylar sheets. Two matrices were used
as the gel to create “nonscattering” and “scattering” phantoms:
The nonscattering phantom used a gel made of 2% agar. The
scattering phantom gel consisted of 1% agar and 2% SiO2.
Following gelation, the needle was removed to create a 1.5 mm
diameter channel, centered at 5 mm into the agar matrix. The
front mylar sheet was removed to minimize wall echoes.

2) B-Mode Phantom Experiments: These experiments were
conducted to examine the pressure-dependent scattering
behavior of the agents relative to tissue mimicking material,
as manifested in B-mode signals. It was also of interest to
determine if threshold-dependent scattering observed previ-
ously at lower frequencies [20] also manifested at higher fre-
quencies. Any evidence of agent destruction and motion were
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Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus and procedure schematic. (a) Channel
phantom schematic to study agent behavior in a large vessel-like geom-
etry surrounded by scattering (1% agar and 2% SiO2) or nonscattering
(2% agar) gel. The field-of-view is designated by the orange box.
(b) Schematic cross section of the channel phantom demonstrating the
field-of-view on the commercial scanner, with ROIs in the channel and
phantom matrix material used for CTR calculations. (c) ROI selection
within the channel to investigate power variations over number of trans-
mits in the proximal (1) to distal (4) regions in the channel. (d) Array-based
in vivo scheme, where an NB bolus is injected intravenously through a tail
vein catheter for tumor imaging. (e) Example B-mode image of a mouse
tumor showing the ROIs used for CTR and CNR estimation.

TABLE I
TRANSMIT BEAM WIDTHS (−6 dB) AT 21 MHz, F#6

also assessed, as they would affect AM performance. NBs and
Orgasol were first assessed in the nonscattering phantom using
a range of transmit pressures from 150 to 1422 kPa. Then,
the signal of the scattering phantom matrix was acquired for
comparison. Acquisitions were performed with rectangularly
gated transmit pulses of 2- or 4-cycles in length. For each
pulselength and pressure amplitude, ten frames were acquired
at a frame rate (FR) of 10 Hz, transmitting one pulse per
A-line. A-line spacing was 90 μm (i.e., the array element
pitch), and the time between the acquisitions of successive
A-lines was 40 μs. The time between the acquisition of the
same A-line in successive frames was 1/FR = 100 ms.
To reach the lowest pressure range by driving the fewest
number of elements, the transmit F-number was set to 6. The
azimuthal focus was set to 15 mm (=fixed elevation focus) and
the channel was positioned at 13 mm. The resulting transmit
beam widths estimated from hydrophone measurements are
tabulated in Table I. On receive, the F-number was set to 2.25
(setting: 2; the default value used in nonlinear contrast mode
on the scanner for the AM pulse-pair). Data acquisition was
performed n = 3 times for each transmit setting for each agent,
with the agent being recirculated and allowed to stabilize for
10 s between successive acquisitions.

3) AM-Mode Phantom Experiments: These experiments were
performed to estimate AM-mode performance in terms of CTR

relative to B-mode. For AM experiments, the agent signals
were collected from the channel in the scattering phantom. The
system was custom programmed in engineering mode for AM
schemes using the transmit and receive focusing parameters
used for the B-mode experiments previously described. The
pulse amplitude ratio was set to 3.00 ± 0.05, with the first
pulse having the highest amplitude of the two (the system not
allowing the opposite). This ratio was selected based on prior
low frequency [20] and high frequency [49] studies suggesting
that the threshold may be better captured for AM with a ratio
higher than what is conventionally used (2:1). For comparison,
single-cycle B-scan frames were interleaved with AM frames.
The system did not enable independent setup of all B-mode
parameters while in contrast mode, and thus the B-mode
transmit amplitude was identical to the amplitude of the first
transmitted pulse on the AM pulse-pair (i.e., the highest of the
two). For each line in an AM frame, the transmission of the
two pulses was separated by 40 μs. The separation between
the first transmitted AM pulses for two successive lines was
80 μs. The separation between the pulse transmitted for the
last line of a B-mode frame and the first pulse transmitted for
the first line of the following AM-mode frame was 40 μs.
Baseline images were also acquired with saline in the channel
to estimate the noise floor. For each AM transmit pulse-pair for
each agent, the acquisition was performed n = 3 times, with
recirculation and stabilization of the agent between successive
acquisitions.

D. In Vivo Imaging Procedures

1) Animal Preparation: All animal procedures were approved
by the Animal Care Committee at Sunnybrook Research
Institute, Toronto, ON, Canada. Murine colon carcinoma cells
(CT26, American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA,
USA) were cultured in the Roswell Park Memorial Institute
Medium (RPMI) 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Wisent) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Cells were then
injected subcutaneously (50 μL of 1 × 105 cells in phosphate
buffered saline) into the hind limb of female Balb/c mice
(The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, MA, USA), aged 8–
12 weeks. Imaging studies were performed 10–12 days fol-
lowing tumor inoculation when tumors were 50–100 mm3.
For imaging, mice were anesthetized with isofluorane with
medical air and oxygen carrier gases, and the tail veins were
cannulated (27 G catheter) for agent injections. The impact of
anesthetic and carrier gas on NB stability has not been studied,
however, it should be noted that anesthesia carrier gases have
been shown to adversely affect perfluorocarbon microbubble
longevity [54], [55]. Hair was removed from the tumor-bearing
hind limb after which ultrasound gel was applied to couple the
leg to the imaging array transducer.

2) In Vivo AM Experiments: These experiments were utilized
to determine whether pressure-calibrated AM could enhance
CTR relative to B-mode in an in vivo context. For animal
studies, the same custom programming as in phantom studies
was used for AM imaging. The tumor was centered at 13 mm,
and 100 frames were acquired at an FR of 5 Hz. This time,
system default B-mode frames (1 cycle, transmit F-number
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2.5, receive F-number setting 1.5 that increased past 8.64 mm
depth) were interleaved with the AM frames for CTR com-
parison. A subset of 4-cycle pulse-pairs were selected based
on the phantom results, with pulse-pair amplitudes of [385,
128], [461, 154], [538, 179], [620, 207], [738, 246] kPa. For
each AM pulse-pair, 20 baseline frames were acquired prior to
agent injection. Then, a 100 μL bolus of 108 mL−1 of NBs was
injected through the tail vein catheter at a rate of 900 μL/min,
and 100 frames were acquired in AM-mode (i.e., 200 total
interleaved B-mode and AM frames) [Fig. 2(d)]. To allow
the agent to clear from circulation between acquisitions, a
waiting period of at least 6 min was utilized (6, 8, and
10 min for porphyrin NBs, Definity NBs, and PG-Gly-PL
NBs, respectively). Experiments were performed n = 1 time
for each AM pulse-pair amplitude in a given mouse, for a total
of five injections per animal, with n = 3 mice per NB agent.
Each agent was used for tumor imaging in a different mouse.

E. Data Analysis

The acquired beamformed I/Q data (B-mode and contrast-
mode) was exported from the preclinical system. The RF was
reconstituted by interleaving I and Q, and up-sampling by a
factor of 32 (motivations detailed in the Appendix). Further
postprocessing was completed in MATLAB.

1) B-Mode Phantom Experiments: The channel was seg-
mented into regions-of-interest (ROIs) such that either the full
channel [Fig. 2(b)] or parts of the channel [Fig. 2(c)] were
assessed to compare regions with the same attenuation effect.
To subdivide the channel, circular ROIs were delineated by cir-
cles of radii identical to that of the channel whose centers were
regularly translated by 0.375 mm. ROI-n was then defined as
the overlap of the full channel with each circular region but
excluding what is contained in the subsequent circular region
(n + 1). The average constant thickness of each ROI then
results in the same attenuation effect during propagation from
ROI-n to ROI-(n + 1). ROIs of agent in the channel were
compared to equivalent-sized ROIs at the same depth outside
of the channel in the phantom (1% agar, 2% SiO2) material.
The sum of the square of the RF envelope (i.e., power) over
the ROIs was calculated for each pressure and transmit setting
(2- or 4-cycles) for each agent. At each pressure, the mean and
standard deviation for n = 3 measurements were calculated.

2) AM-Mode Phantom Experiments: As in B-mode,
the channel was segmented into ROIs such that either the full
channel [Fig. 2(b)] or parts of the channel [Fig. 2(c)] were
assessed. RF signals from the high- and low-pressure pulses
in the AM scheme were scaled according to the transmit
pulse-pair amplitude ratio, aligned using cross correlation, and
subtracted. Then, the envelope of the RF signals (B-mode) or
RF signal difference (AM-mode) was calculated. The sum of
the squares of the envelope for each mode was then calculated
to yield power in each ROI. CTR was then calculated in each
mode by comparing scattering from agent in the channel
ROI to received signal from the phantom material. This
was calculated at each pressure and transmit setting (2- or
4-cycles), for each agent, in each mode. At each pressure,
the mean and standard deviation for n = 3 measurements
were calculated.

3) In Vivo AM Experiments: In animal studies, frame-
to-frame breathing motion was compensated RF-line by
RF-line using cross correlation of the signal from the skin.
RF signals from the high- and low-pressure pulses in the
AM scheme were scaled according to the transmit pulse-pair
amplitude ratio (see Appendix), aligned using cross correlation
(to compensate for potential group delays between transmit
pulses), and subtracted. Then, the sum of squares of the
envelope of the RF signals (B-mode), or RF signal difference
(AM-mode) was utilized to calculate power in the appropri-
ate ROI [Fig. 2(e)]. The tumor ROI encompassed the full
tumor, excluding skin and underlying structures. The noise
ROI was selected outside of the tumor at the same depth.
The maximum intensity projection (MIP) was then used to
measure mean power in each ROI (noise and tumor) in B-mode
and AM-mode images pre and postinjection. Then, CTR and
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were calculated for each agent
as a function of transmit pulse-pair in each mode as follows:

CTR = 10 ∗ log10

(
Powerpost − Powerpre

Powerpre − Powernoise

)
(1)

CNR = 10 ∗ log10

(
Powerpost − Powerpre

Powernoise

)
(2)

where Power is taken as the mean power in the tumor ROI pre
or postinjection, and mean power in the noise ROI is accounted
for in each mode. Images were then displayed as MIPs.

III. RESULTS

A. Phantom Imaging

The acoustic responses of porphyrin NBs, Definity
NBs, and PG-Gly-PL NBs as well as linearly scattering
blood-mimicking Orgasol were assessed in a 1.5 mm diam-
eter channel phantom. Scattered power was first assessed
in B-mode to search for signs of nonlinear scattering, and
whether a pressure threshold for such behavior could be
detected. B-mode scattered power as a function of pressure at
2- and 4-cycle transmits is shown in Fig. 3. When assessing
behavior over the full channel, the difference in responses (in
decibel) of porphyrin and Definity NBs relative to the phantom
was flat over the measured pressure range [Fig. 3(b)] due to
averaging over the region. Thus, the ratio of these responses in
the linear scale was constant. However, a closer examination
showed that the scattered power in proximal to distal ROIs
in the channel [as in Fig. 2(c)] is not homogenous, providing
a different and more informative picture of the three agents’
behavior as a function of pressure. Looking at the most proxi-
mal ROI [ROI-1, averaged over ten frames; Fig. 3(c)], a slight
increase over the lowest pressures measured was detected.
For porphyrin NBs, scattered power relative to the phantom
increased by 2.65 dB over the pressure range 0.13–0.3 MPa
for 2-cycle transmits and increased by 1.26 dB from 0.14 to
0.34 MPa for 4-cycle transmits. For Definity NBs, over the
same pressure ranges, this increase was 0.48 and 0.8 dB,
for 2-cycle and 4-cycle transmits, respectively. On the other
hand, PG-Gly-PL NBs demonstrated a more rapid increase
in scattered power relative to the phantom (9.3 dB with 2-
cycles between 0.13 and 0.3 MPa, and 7.5 dB with 4-cycles
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Fig. 3. B-mode scattered power as a function of peak negative
pressure for (a) porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1), Definity NBs (107 mL−1),
PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1), and orgasol acquired with 2-cycle and
4-cycle transmits over the full channel. Mean and standard deviations are
plotted, averaging over ten frames, and then taking the mean over n = 3
trials. (b) Difference in B-mode scattered power for each NB agent relative
to the phantom (1% agar, 2% SiO2) at 2-cycle and 4-cycle transmits over
the full channel. (c) ROI-1.

between 0.14 and 0.34 MPa) followed by a more gradual
increase (above ∼0.3–0.4 MPa). For this agent, however, this
behavior was already clear when looking at the average over
the full channel. For Definity NBs, an increase in scattered
power of ∼4 dB was observed with the number of transmit
cycles. This could be due to transient oscillations: During
the transient phase, the radial oscillation amplitude gradually
increases with the number of oscillations. This increase was
less significant for porphyrin NBs and PG-Gly-PL NBs, except
at lower transmit pressures.

As agent destruction and motion can also affect AM per-
formance, they were next assessed in B-mode. The average
scattered power from each NB agent over the full channel
[Fig. 2(b)] was found to stay relatively constant (within 4 dB)
over ten frames (Fig. 18), even at the highest pressure
of 1.25 MPa. This would suggest that agent destruction
between pulses should not significantly be involved in the
contrast obtained with multipulse AM acquisitions. However,
examining the scattered power from proximal to distal ROIs
[Fig. 2(c)] provides a more nuanced picture of the three
agents’ behavior as a function of pressure.

Looking first at ROI-1 (proximal), the power was observed
to decrease gradually at higher pressures over successive
frames (Fig. 4). With 2-cycle transmits, slight signal decay
was observed at the highest pressure (1.25 MPa), while with
4-cycle transmits, signal loss began to occur at 0.86 MPa. This
behavior was more pronounced for porphyrin NBs, followed
by Definity NBs and then PG-Gly-PL NBs, and became
slightly more evident for each agent with 4-cycle transmits.
Simultaneously, an increase in power was detected in more
distal regions (ROI-2 to ROI-4) (Figs. 5 and 6). This could be
due to the destruction of proximal agent resulting in a lower

Fig. 4. B-mode scattered power, within ROI-1, as a function of frame
number for select pressures for porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1), Definity NBs
(107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1) at 2 (top) and 4 (bottom)
cycle transmits. Data are normalized to the power in the first frame at the
lowest pressure for each agent type. Displaying the mean and standard
deviations (n = 3).

Fig. 5. B-mode scattered power (2-cycle) in the four ROIs as a function of
frame number for select pressures for porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1), Definity
NBs (107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1). Data are normalized
to the power in the first frame in ROI-1 at each pressure, for each agent.
Displaying the mean and standard deviations (n = 3).

shadowing of the distal agent (due to lower attenuation in the
proximal region), and/or due to radiation forces pushing the
agent toward the back of the channel.

The apparent attenuation, estimated in the first frame as
the difference in scattered power between ROI-1 and ROI-4,
was then investigated as a function of transmit pressure and
cycles for each agent (Fig. 7). Each agent exhibited different
behavior. For porphyrin NBs, apparent attenuation increased
sharply in an irregular manner in the lower pressure range, then
remained approximately constant above 0.3 MPa. There was
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Fig. 6. B-mode scattered power (4-cycle) in the four ROIs, as a function of
frame number for select pressures for porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1), Definity
NBs (107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1). Data are normalized
to the power in the first frame in ROI-1 at each pressure, for each agent.
Displaying the mean and standard deviations (n = 3).

Fig. 7. Apparent attenuation (ROI-1–ROI-4; frame 1) as a function of
pressure for 2- and 4-cycle transmits for porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1),
Definity NBs (107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1). Displaying
mean measurements (n = 3).

not much difference between 2 and 4 cycle transmits, except
for a sharper increase for four cycles at the lowest pressures.
For Definity NBs, apparent attenuation remained low with
2-cycle transmits, but was higher for 4-cycles with a 10 dB
increase over the measured pressure range. This could be
related to the increase in scattering with the number of transmit
cycles for this agent [Fig. 3(c)]. For PG-Gly-PL NBs, apparent
attenuation increased quickly in the lower pressure range,
then more progressively above 0.3 MPa, with a steeper slope
than for Definity NBs at 4-cycles. The slope of the apparent
attenuation for PG-Gly-PL NBs was relatively independent of
the number of transmit cycles, though attenuation was higher
at 4-cycles. Increases in apparent attenuation with pressure
may be associated at least in part with the increased level
of scattering present in the proximal regions, which would
result in depleting an increasing amount of energy from the
propagating transmitted pulses.

Phantom experiments were next performed in AM-mode to
assess performance in terms of CTR relative to interleaved
B-mode. With the same transmit and receive F-numbers in

Fig. 8. AM-mode and B-mode scattered power, in ROI-1, as a function
of transmit pressure combinations for (a) porphyrin NBs (107 mL−�),
Definity NBs (107 mL−1), PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1), and orgasol with
2-cycle and 4-cycle transmits. Mean and standard deviations are plotted,
averaging over ten frames and n = 3 measurements. (b) Mean difference
in CTR in AM-mode and B-mode, relative to the phantom for each agent.

each mode, the acoustic response of each NB agent and
Orgasol was assessed in a 1.5 mm diameter channel phantom
surrounded by a 1% agar, 2% SiO2 matrix. Fig. 8 shows CTR
variations (in ROI-1) of each agent in B-mode and AM-mode
as a function of pressure of the lowest (second) pulse and the
number of transmit cycles. Each NB agent exhibited a similar
trend, notably an increase in CTR with increasing pressure,
followed by a peak (∼400 kPa; lowest pulse). Following the
peak, a decrease in CTR was observed with porphyrin and
Definity NBs, while the CTR of PG-Gly-PL NBs plateaued.

When considering the difference in CTR between AM-mode
and B-mode [Fig. 8(b)], all NB agents showed an increase,
plateau, and then a decrease. With 2-cycle pulses, porphyrin
NBs yielded a maximum 12.4 dB increase, Definity NBs
resulted in a 17.5 dB increase, and PG-Gly-PL NBs exhibited a
22.8 dB increase in CTR with AM compared to B-mode. With
4-cycle pulses, CTR increases with AM compared to B-mode
were 15.2 dB for porphyrin NBs, 16.2 dB for Definity NBs,
and 21.4 dB for PG-Gly-PL NBs.
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Fig. 9. AM-mode CTR as a function of frame number for select pressure
combinations in ROI-1 for porphyrin NBs (107 mL−1), Definity NBs
(107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL NBs (108 mL−1) at 2-cycle and 4-cycle
transmits. Mean and standard deviations (n = 3) are plotted.

Moreover, the potential effects of agent motion and destruc-
tion on AM contrast were investigated in ROI-1. To decou-
ple motion from destruction, the former was assessed using
Orgasol, which contains linearly scattering particles that are
not destroyed by ultrasound. The rationale was that if particle
motion occurred between the two pulses of an AM pulse-
pair, CTR should be higher with AM than with the interleaved
B-mode, due to a change in receive signal phase. Results from
these experiments are shown in Fig. 8, and seem to indicate
that, even though motion might have occurred as AM imaging
of Orgasol yielded a minimal CTR improvement relative to the
interleaved B-mode, it would have played only a minor role in
the contrast enhancement observed with NBs and previously
described.

The potential effect of NB destruction was assessed via
variations of CTR with frame number (Fig. 9). Porphyrin NBs
yielded a CTR that remained relatively constant across ten
frames at the lowest pressure but decreased more (∼8 dB)
than the other agents at higher pressures. For Definity NBs,
CTR was constant over successive frames except at the highest
pressure, where it dropped by ∼4 dB. For PG-Gly-PL NBs,
CTR from frame-to-frame remained relatively constant, with
the least variation among the three agents. The CTR for
Definity NBs further was notably high even at the lowest
AM amplitudes (Figs. 8 and 9). The apparent attenuation
for Definity NBs was also quite high in B-mode (at least
for 4-cycle transmits; Fig. 7), indicating a pressure-dependent
threshold below 0.14 MPa—the lowest measured at 4-cycle
transmits. For porphyrin NBs on the other hand, apparent
attenuation increased above 0.14 MPa, as did its CTR. For
PG-Gly-PL NBs, attenuation was low at 2-cycles for the lowest
pressures, as was CTR; however, both attenuation and CTR
increased for similar pressures with 4-cycle transmits.

Fig. 10. Example in vivo B-mode and AM-mode images of NB contrast-
enhanced tumor vasculature, with 108 mL−1 injected (a) porphyrin NBs,
(b) Definity NBs or (c) PG-Gly-PL NBs. Images shown here were taken at
the same AM pressure combination of [461, 154] kPa. Baseline images
of the tumor prior to agent injection (MIP over 20 frames), along with
postinjection (MIP over 100 frames) images are displayed.

B. Feasibility of In Vivo Imaging

To evaluate the performance of the AM pulsing scheme
in terms of improving NB detection, anecdotal in vivo AM
imaging was conducted. In these experiments, a 100 μL
bolus injection of 108 mL−1 NBs was injected intravenously
for imaging within CT26 subcutaneous tumors in mice. For
all NB agents, a range of AM pressure combinations were
used, corresponding to the maximum or near-maximum CTR
enhancement achieved in phantoms. Fig. 10 depicts example
images obtained with each NB agent, and shows interleaved
B-mode and AM images pre and postinjection.

The dynamic range was reduced for AM images, as ∼20 dB
linear signal cancellation was achieved in the phantom exper-
iments. In preinjection B-mode images, the tumors appear
much less echoic than surrounding structures. Postinjection,
perfusion of the tissue can be observed, with variations
between mice due to differences in tumor growth. The mouse
injected with porphyrin NBs exhibited local perfusion with
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Fig. 11. Difference in mean power, CTR, and CNR in B-mode and
AM-mode in vivo, as a function of transmit pressure pulse-pair based
on MIP data, with 108 mL−1 injected porphyrin NBs, Definity NBs or
PG-Gly-PL NBs (n = 3 mice per agent).

delineation of a microvessel network. The mouse injected
with Definity NBs yielded diffuse perfusion, though with no
distinct microvessel delineation. Injection of PG-Gly-PL NBs
into another mouse resulted in the visualization of a few major
microvessels. In AM-mode, tissue signals preinjection within
the tumors are suppressed. However, the skin covering the
tumors as well as the underlying structures are still visible for
three potential reasons. First, strong coherent reflections from
such well-defined interfaces may have resulted in saturation of
the receive signals for at least one of the transmit amplitudes
of the pulse-pair, thus cancellation of the linear signals did
not occur due to a resultant receive ratio different from the
expected factor of 3. Second, signal cancellation might not
have occurred due to significant local perfusion in these
regions combined with local coherent scattering. Third, tissue
motion compensation might have been suboptimal. While
these images demonstrate the ability to improve microvessel
delineation with NBs, overall, it is not possible from these
images to visually appreciate a difference in contrast between
AM- and B-mode. To quantify the potential gain in contrast,
CTR for each mode was therefore investigated.

Quantitatively, each AM pulse-pair was assessed in terms of
resultant CTR and CNR within the same tumor for each agent
(Fig. 11). For porphyrin NBs, AM-mode resulted in increasing
CTR enhancements relative to B-mode with increasing pres-
sure, for an average maximum improvement of 6.7 dB. For
Definity NBs, AM provided CTR enhancement compared to
B-mode that increased and then decreased over the pressures
assessed, for a maximum of 14.4 dB. PG-Gly-PL NBs also

demonstrated an increase and then decrease in CTR enhance-
ment relative to B-mode, though with slighter changes for a
mean maximum improvement of 14.8 dB. In all cases, CNR in
AM-mode was low and poorer than that in B-mode. However,
modest (6.7 dB) to substantial (14.8 dB) CTR enhancements
were demonstrated. It is notable that these measurements were
slightly lower to approximately the same degree than those
made in phantoms (Fig. 8) and were also computed based on
the MIPs (over 20 frames, due to low signal). MIP images
will have a higher CTR than would be present in any single
frame.

IV. DISCUSSION

It was previously demonstrated that porphyrin NBs exhibit
strong pressure threshold-dependent behavior at low [20] and
high [49] frequencies. Meanwhile, microbubble detection sen-
sitivity has been increased with multipulse imaging strategies,
including AM pulse sequences typically using conventional
imaging frequencies [37]–[40]. While AM approaches are
well-established at low frequencies, it has been less thoroughly
investigated on high frequency commercial systems [19],
and has not to our knowledge been reported for NBs. This
study demonstrates the feasibility of improving CTR for
three NB formulations with pressure-calibrated AM custom
programmed on a commercial preclinical high frequency linear
array system in a channel phantom and in vivo. This work is
the first to systematically investigate nonlinear (AM) imaging
of NBs at high frequencies.

A. Array-Based B-Mode NB Scattering at High
Frequency

While the porphyrin NBs exhibit distinct pressure-
dependent threshold behavior at low [20] and high [49]
frequencies, only a minor increase in scattered power was
detected here for porphyrin NBs and Definity NBs (Fig. 3).
This increase occurred over the lowest range assessed (down
to 0.13 MPa or 0.14 MPa depending on transmit cycles;
in ROI-1). This was the limit in the context of the current
study; however, it is possible that utilizing lower pressures
would yield a clearer threshold. Conversely, the PG-Gly-PL
NBs exhibited clear threshold behavior, increasing in scattered
power rapidly until ∼0.4 MPa, followed by a slower increase
as a function of pressure.

Insights on agent behavior were acquired when looking at
proximal to distal ROIs (Figs. 4–6). Apparent attenuation (the
difference between ROI-1 and ROI-4) increased as a function
of pressure for all NB agents. While pressure-dependent
attenuation of NBs appears not to have been reported in the
literature, it has been for phospholipid-encapsulated microbub-
bles [58], [59] and was attributed to threshold-dependent
oscillations [60]. In the present study, the pressure-dependent
increase in apparent attenuation appears at least in part to
be associated with increases in scattering, as observed in the
ROI-1 data of Fig. 3(c). The encapsulating shell properties of
NBs at higher frequencies have yet to be elucidated, though it
is relevant to note that for phospholipid formulations there is
a trend of shell stiffness increasing only slightly while shell
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viscosity decreases substantially for bubbles down to approx-
imately 1 μm in diameter) [7], [61]. This would contribute
to the pressure threshold occurring at relatively low pressures,
as was observed in both our single-element high frequency
work [49] and in the present linear array high frequency study.
It is also notable that for microbubbles in enclosed chambers
under sonoporation conditions (0.1–1 MPa, 20–1000 cycles,
103–106 mL−1), strong nonlinear acoustic attenuation, bubble
destruction, diffusion, and motion occur, resulting in spa-
tiotemporal pressure and concentration gradients [62].

At the low frequencies previously studied (2.5 and
8 MHz), the pressure-dependent thresholding behavior of
porphyrin NBs was accounted for with nonlinear shell rhe-
ology [20]. In that scenario, simulations supported that NBs
with high initial surface tensions close to rupture exhibit
expansion-dominated oscillations above a pressure threshold,
altering their scattering [20]. This observation is counter to a
wide range of studies that have established the occurrence of
compression-dominated oscillations that are associated with
phospholipid layer buckling in microbubbles [9], [13], [14].
The vast majority of these studies employ lower frequencies
(1–3 MHz) and microbubbles that are relatively close to
resonance (∼2–8 μm). In [63] evidence was presented that
compression-dominated oscillations still occur at 11 MHz,
where microbubbles of 2–4 μm in diameter were assessed.
However, at 25 MHz, microbubbles of 1.25–2.5 μm in
diameter were observed to have expansion-dominated behav-
ior [16], [63]. It has yet to be determined if NBs exhibit
compression- or expansion-dominated oscillations at higher
ultrasound frequencies under any exposure condition.

While the three NB agents studied here exhibited pressure-
threshold nonlinear scattering, such behavior was only imme-
diately clear and much more pronounced for PG-Gly-PL NBs.
The size distribution of this agent is notably much differ-
ent than the porphyrin and Definity NBs (Fig. 1). Although
the mean diameter is submicron, this agent also includes
a small population of larger bubbles. Though it should be
noted that the characterization methods used here cannot
distinguish buoyant particles (bubbles) from other particles
(liposomes, etc.) [64]. It should further be noted that despite
a larger mean diameter relative to the other agents, initial
B-mode experiments with a higher overall concentration of
PG-Gly-PL NBs resulted in a lower signal amplitude (Fig. 3).
It is likely that differences in agent performance would also
be strongly influenced by shell effects. In general, the rela-
tionships between agent size [65]–[67], shell rheology [7],
[10], [11], exposure parameters [14], [61], [68], and resultant
bubble dynamics are complex. No attempts were made to
elucidate these relationships in the present study. Instead,
we systematically investigated the NBs pressure-dependent
behavior at high frequencies in the context of AM imaging
with a commercial array system.

B. AM for NB Imaging

All NB agents exhibited substantial CTR enhancement with
AM relative to B-mode in both the channel phantom (Fig. 8)
and in vivo (Figs. 16 and 17). It is possible that the previously

observed pressure threshold dependence [20], [49] is the
driving phenomenon behind the contrast enhancement. Here
there is little evidence of agent destruction (Figs. 4–6), and
the lack of contrast from Orgasol linear scatterers (Fig. 8)
suggests that passive agent motion is not a major contributor
to the contrast enhancement.

Acoustic radiation forces, however, cannot be discounted.
While Orgasol would experience radiation forces, the highly
compressible NBs would theoretically be affected to a far
greater degree [69], [70] (though NBs have not been studied
in this context). Radiation forces rise with increasing pressure
and pulse duration, and decreasing pulse interval [69], [71].
Here, a range of pressures was assessed, with few cycles
(2 and 4), and a long pulse interval. It is possible that the
increase in attenuation with pressure and number of cycles
is partly due to such radiation forces, as this could induce
decorrelation between successive pulses: However, a low duty
cycle on the order of 0.5% was utilized, and the resultant radi-
ation forces are likely minimal and unable to move bubbles far
enough to yield results of the magnitude shown here. Further,
the apparent attenuation (Fig. 7) increases with pressure when
analyzing the first frame (prior to any destruction or radiation
forces can take effect).

Another possible contributor could be amplitude-dependent
phase differences manifesting substantially within the trans-
mit bandwidth. Phase lags between echoes of subsequent
pulses due to shell softening dynamics (e.g., buckling-related
compression-dominated oscillations) have been investigated
with lipid and albumin-encapsulated microbubble shells and
were found to play a key role in AM-based contrast enhance-
ment in the absence of agent destruction [72]. As discussed
above, the characteristics of NB oscillations at high frequen-
cies remain to be established, but if the expansion-dominated
oscillations observed in microbubbles of 1.2–2.5 μm in diam-
eter at 25 MHz also occur in NBs, these will also give rise to
phase variations that would be relevant to AM. Regardless of
if compression or expansion characteristics are present, it is
possible amplitude-dependent phase-variations may be a factor
in the present study as well as in previous reports of NB
imaging on commercial scanners [21]–[26], [33]–[35].

C. Perspectives: Limitations, Future Work, and
Implications

In the present study, a 3:1 ratio was utilized for AM, based
on prior low frequency studies [20] and pilot high frequency
B-mode analysis. While a 3:1 ratio is higher than the typically
used 2:1 ratio, it was used to better capture the range of thresh-
olds (due to heterogeneous size distributions) for the three
bubble populations. Due to system AM-mode implementation,
the interleaved B-mode transmit amplitude could not be set
independently of that of the first transmitted pulse of the AM
pulse-pair (the highest of the two). Further, the system only
enabled the higher amplitude pulse of the pulse-pair to be
transmitted first, though a reversal would limit potential agent
destruction on the first pulse. While the pulse-pair amplitude
ratio was set to 3 in this study, higher ratios may better
capture the pressure-dependent scattering threshold for further
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CTR enhancement. In addition to different amplitude ratios,
alternative AM strategies such as checkerboarding remain to
be explored, which were not employed here due to system
architecture limitations. The current assessment was also lim-
ited to a large channel diameter (1.5 mm), low to moder-
ate agent concentrations (107–108 mL−1), and one transmit
frequency (21 MHz). Further, only 2- and 4-cycle transmits
were assessed and a significant difference in their effects on
scattered power was found, particularly over small portions
of the channel. Finally, other multipulse schemes of PI and
PIAM, not assessed here, have improved detection sensitivity
to ultrasound contrast agents (microbubbles) [37]–[40], and
warrant investigation. Future work will expand on these areas
to determine imaging limits with regards to these parameters.

Experiments performed in vivo were anecdotal. More exten-
sive in vivo investigation is necessary in general as per the
aforementioned parameters. Particularly, further exploration
with a view to improve SNR and signal persistence, and
determine whether the NBs extravasate [51] for extended
applications is warranted.

Our AM approach was applied to three different formula-
tions: Porphyrin, Definity, and PG-Gly-PL NBs, all of which
are lipid-based and rely on ad hoc isolation from the native
population. If the contrast arises from pressure-dependent shell
rheology [20], [72], it is possible that other lipid-based formu-
lations or those with protein- or polymer-based encapsulating
layers may be tuned toward further contrast enhancement.

Though this work is limited to phospholipid-based NB
formulations, other nanoscale ultrasound contrast agents may
similarly be candidates for enhanced imaging with AM. The
wide variety of such nanoscale ultrasound contrast agents
affords structural versatility and intrinsic multifunctionality.
Echogenic liposomes have emitted second harmonics [73],
and polymersomes have elicited subharmonics [74], at least
at low frequencies. Nanocup cavitation seeds have exhibited
cavitation at high pressures (>1.5 MPa) [75], and gas vesi-
cles have elicited pressure-dependent fundamental and second
harmonic scattering at high frequencies [76]. Indeed, the
pressure-dependent nonlinear response of gas vesicles has
already been utilized for AM imaging [77]–[79]. Continued
investigation and leveraging of the basic physical behavior
of NBs and other nanoscale ultrasound contrast agents will
further advance the field toward high resolution imaging and
extravascular applications.

V. CONCLUSION

Increasing interest in NBs for extended vascular and
extravascular ultrasound applications has driven the develop-
ment of a range of new formulations. However, imaging stud-
ies to date have generally remained limited to the use of low
frequencies (<12 MHz), high concentrations (>109 mL−1),
and uncalibrated B-mode or contrast-mode on commercial
systems without basing imaging protocols on NB acoustic
behavior. This study is the first to systematically investi-
gate nonlinear (AM) imaging of NBs at high frequencies,
on the basis of prior demonstrations that porphyrin-lipid NBs
scatter nonlinearly in a pressure threshold-dependent man-
ner [20], [49]. Pressure-calibrated AM is implemented here on

a commercial preclinical high frequency linear array system in
a channel phantom and in vivo. With this approach, improve-
ments in CTR relative to B-mode for three phospholipid-based
NB formulations between 12.4 and 22.8 dB are demonstrated
in a tissue-mimicking phantom, and between 6.7 and 14.8 dB
in vivo.

APPENDIX

A. AM Calibration Procedure Methods

Two types of measurements were performed for calibra-
tion purposes: Hydrophone measurements for transmit pulse
characterization, and AM-mode acquisition in a phantom con-
taining linear scatterers for pulse-pair transmit voltage setting
adjustments.

1) Hydrophone Measurements: Hydrophone measurements
were performed using the scanner’s Pulse-Wave (PW) Doppler
mode, as this permitted transmitting a series of single ampli-
tude pulses along the same imaging line. Transmitted pressure
waves were acquired along the center axis of the transmit aper-
ture and across the axis in the azimuthal plane, with a 40 μm
aperture hydrophone (model NH0040, Precision Acoustics,
Dorchester, U.K.; Calibration up to 60 MHz by the National
Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, U.K.) for the set of
transmit parameters used in contrast experiments (f-number:
6; focal distance: 15 mm; number of cycles: 2, 4). Acquired
waveforms were compensated for the frequency-dependent
transfer functions of the hydrophone and electronic com-
ponents used on receive. Characteristics of the transmitted
pulses were investigated as a function of transmit “voltage”
setting and include pressure amplitude, center frequency and
bandwidth (in the fundamental frequency range), and relative
delays. The azimuthal beamwidth was also evaluated.

It should be noted that nonlinear propagation generated har-
monics were observed in hydrophone measurements. There-
fore, pressures reported throughout the manuscript correspond
to the amplitude of the fundamental component at the transmit
frequency, obtained by bandpass filtering (0.5–30 MHz) the
acquired pressure waveforms. Furthermore, although the pres-
sure measurement performed in PW-mode is representative of
the acoustic output obtained in B-mode and in AM-mode with
the first transmit pulse (Pulse 1), this seemed not to be the case
for the second transmit pulse (Pulse 2) for the same voltage
setting. This was determined by analyzing I/Q data collected in
interleaved B-mode and AM-mode in a phantom (see below).

2) Phantom Measurements: Data were collected from the
phantom containing linear scatterers as described above, in a
field of view identical to that used in contrast imaging
experiments. For these acquisitions, transmit and receive
parameters (transmit frequency, f-number, number of cycles,
transmit “voltage,” receive f-number and gain) were set to
be identical for B-mode and AM-mode (for both transmit
pulses). Envelopes were calculated from I and Q, averaged
spatially, and the ratios of the averages obtained in AM with
the first and second transmitted pulses to that obtained in
B-mode were calculated. These ratios were used in conjunction
with hydrophone measurements and measurements of the
frequency-dependent attenuation in the phantom to estimate
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Fig. 12. Transmit pulse characteristics. Hydrophone measurements at
13 mm of (a) transmitted pulse positive and negative pressures in the
fundamental frequency band (0.5–30.5 MHz) and (b) relative acoustic
energy in the second and third harmonic bands for 2- and 4-cycle pulses
as a function of transmit amplitude.

the acoustic pressure in the fundamental frequency band
obtained with the first and second transmitted AM pulses for
a given transmit “voltage” setting. From this analysis, the AM
transmit “voltage” pairs required to get a ratio of linearly
scattered (in the fundamental band) signal amplitudes in the
vicinity of 3 was determined.

A second set of acquisitions was performed in the phan-
tom using these transmit “voltage” pairs. The goal of this
experiment was to determine the level of linearly scattered
signal cancellation that could be reached with the AM trans-
mit scheme of the system. For this set, the RF signal was
reconstructed by interleaving I and Q samples and interpo-
lating by a factor of 32. From hydrophone measurements,
this interpolation factor was deemed necessary to compensate
accurately for the potential time-shift of the linear signals
collected after transmission of the two pulses of the AM
pair. This compensation was performed for images A-line-
by-A-line using cross correlation. The ratio of the RF signal
envelopes was then calculated. Upon scaling by this ratio,
the RF signal acquired with Pulse 2 was subtracted from
the RF signal acquired with Pulse 1. The envelope of the
difference was calculated, and its mean normalized to the
mean of the envelope of the signal collected with Pulse 1.
This ratio was then logarithmically compressed to provide the
cancellation level (CL).

B. System Calibration Results

Characteristics of the transmit pressure waveforms are
reported as a function of transmit voltage. The fundamental
peak positive and negative pressures increase nonlinearly in
the voltage range investigated [Fig. 12(a)], most likely due to
nonlinear propagation of the pressure waveform, leading to the
transfer of acoustic energy into harmonic bands [Fig. 12(b)].
Nonlinear propagation was also likely responsible for the
variations of the on-axis distance at which the maximum
fundamental pressure was measured [Fig. 13(a)].

Relative differences in the phase of the pressure waveform
measured at a given on-axis distance were also observed
as a function of transmit voltage. These differences, which
increased linearly with frequency in the fundamental band,

Fig. 13. Fundamental pressure waveform maxima and time shifts.
(a) On-axis distance at which the maximum fundamental peak negative
pressure was measured. (b) Fundamental pressure waveform time shifts
measured on-axis at 13 mm (location of the channel), relative to the
lowest amplitude fundamental pressure waveform (i.e., for a transmit
amplitude = 0 V).

Fig. 14. Frequency and bandwidth. Variations in pulse (a) frequency
and (b) bandwidth for 2- and 4-cycle pulses were observed as a function
of transmit amplitude.

translated into a measurable time shift of the fundamental
pressure waveforms relative to the lowest fundamental pres-
sure waveform [Fig. 13(b)]. Moreover, variations in center
frequency and bandwidth were observed (Fig. 14). Whether
or not time shift and spectral variations are associated solely
to nonlinear propagation is beyond the scope of this article. It
remains, however, that they should affect the level of cancel-
lation of the signal from linear scatterers in the bandwidth of
the transducer and consequently, the CTR achieved by AM.

From measurements in a phantom containing linear scat-
terers, Fig. 15(a) shows that while the receive signals were
equivalent in B-mode and for the first transmitted AM pulse,
the second AM pulse produced a much lower signal, with
a ratio relative to B-mode varying over the transmit voltage
range. These observations further demonstrated that a transmit
voltage pair ratio would not translate into an identical received
linearly scattered signal amplitude ratio. It also implied that
the selection of the AM transmit voltage pair should be
determined from receive signal levels. Transmit voltage pairs
used in contrast experiments for the target AM ratio of 3 are
reported in Fig. 15(b). These pairs were tested in a subsequent
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Fig. 15. AM-mode received signal amplitude ratios and transmit voltage.
(a) Receive AM/B-mode ratio for Pulse 1 (solid lines) and Pulse 2
(dashed lines) at 2- and 4-cycles. Pulse 1 receive is identical to B-mode
receive, Pulse 2 varies relative to B-mode over the transmit voltage range.
(b) Transmit voltage-pairs for an AM-mode ratio of 3, selected for contrast
experiments at 2- and 4-cycles.

Fig. 16. AM-mode pulse-pair calibration data. (a) Amplitude ratio of
pulse-pairs as a function of Pulse 1 amplitude, where a ratio of ∼3
was obtained for all pairs. (b) Time shifts between Pulse 1 and Pulse 2
as a function of Pulse 1 amplitude. (c) CLs achieved with various
processing for 2- and 4-cycle transmits as a function of Pulse 1 amplitude:
EDth = theoretical envelope of the RF difference, ED = measured
envelope of the RF difference, DE = measured difference of the RF
envelopes, EDc = measured envelope of the RF difference with time
shift compensation, (+)EDc = measured envelope of the RF difference
with time shift compensation (observed in a phantom) for pulse-pairs
used for in vivo experiments (i.e., the maximum CL possible).

experiment in the same phantom. As previously mentioned,
data analysis was performed this time on up-sampled (×32)
reconstituted RF data. This was done to estimate the potential
time shift between signals received from the transmission of
the AM pulse-pair, which hydrophone measurements suggest
would occur, and compensate for it by shifting one RF signal
relative to the other by the appropriate number of samples.

Mean RF envelope ratios of ∼3 were obtained for all
transmit pulse-pairs [Fig. 16(a)]. Time shifts (ts) ranged from
1.5 to 8.5 ns, from the highest to lowest transmit pulse-pairs
[Fig. 16(b)]. Using these experimentally determined envelope
ratios and time shifts, CLs were calculated for three types of
RF processing, namely.

1) The envelope of the RF difference without time shift
compensation (ED).

2) The difference of the RF envelopes without time shift
compensation (DE).

3) The envelope of the RF difference with prior time shift
compensation (EDc).

CLs are plotted in Fig. 16(c). For comparison, the CL for
the envelope of the difference (EDth) of two monochromatic
RF signals of frequency fc shifted by ts was also calculated,
with EDth(ts) = 2 sin(π fcts), f = 21MHz, and experimen-
tally measured ts. The CLs from ED and EDth are in good
agreement and range from +1.4 to −12 dB. The CL obtained
with DE is lower than that obtained with ED, ranging from
about −9 to −22 dB, depending on the number of cycles and
transmit pulse-pair amplitudes. This was expected as the phase
information of the RF signal (including ts contribution) is not
included in the envelopes that are subtracted. Compensating
for ts leads to a CL for EDc almost equivalent to that obtained
with DE. However, the time shift is clearly not the only factor
affecting the cancellation. If it were, EDc would be constant
over the transmit voltage-pair range, and CL would be at least
−32 dB, i.e., at the level of the CL obtained for EDth(εts =
1/(2 fs)), where εts is the maximum remaining time shift error
after time shift compensation, for fs = 32 × 2 × 42 MHz,
where the factor 2 results from interleaving I and Q acquired
at a sampling rate of 42 MHz.

The effects of the difference in center frequency and
bandwidth of transmitted Pulse 1 and Pulse 2 on CL were
investigated through 1-D simulation. Pulse 1 was simulated
as a Gaussian pulse of center frequency 21 MHz and −6 dB
bandwidth of either 6 MHz or 11 MHz (to be in the range of
those observed in hydrophone measurements). Pulse 2 center
frequency and bandwidth values were downshifted by 0%–5%
and 0%–10%, respectively, relative to Pulse 1. The sampling
frequency was set to 16 times that used in phantom RF
processing to reduce the remaining time shift error post time
shift compensation. The synthetic RF signals arising from
linear scatterers were generated by convolving the transmit
pulse with Dirac functions that were randomly distributed in
the depth direction. Cross correlation was used to aligned RFs
signal obtained with Pulse 1 and Pulse 2. RF signals of the two
pulses were subtracted after amplitude scaling, the envelope
of the difference calculated, the mean of the envelope EDc

estimated and normalized to the mean of the envelope of the
RF signal obtained with Pulse 1.

Fig. 17 provides an overview of the CL achieved as a
function of center frequency and bandwidth. The contour
at −22 dB (the maximum CL obtained in the phantom)
is delineated. Overall, for Pulse 1 bandwidths of 11 and
6 MHz, differences in center frequency of higher than 2.55%
(∼0.5 MHz) and 1.3% (∼0.27 MHz), respectively, would bring
the CL within range of those observed in phantom experi-
ments. It is unknown if such differences between the transmit
pulses of pairs were present in the experiments, as only Pulse 1
could be characterized in hydrophone measurements.

The CL could also be negatively affected by a variation
of the linearly scattered signal ratio with depth, due to a
difference in attenuation. This difference could originate from
differences in the spectral characteristics between the two
transmitted AM pulses (center frequency and bandwidth)
and/or from variations in nonlinear propagation due to their
different amplitudes. In both cases, these factors cannot be
evaluated without prior knowledge of the frequency depen-
dence of the attenuation and nonlinear properties of the
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Fig. 17. Simulated effects of the difference in center frequency and band-
width of pulse-pairs on CLs. The black contour at −22 dB delineates the
maximum CL achieved experimentally, and demonstrates what relative
difference(s) in center frequency and/or bandwidth would bring the CL
to the range of the observations.

Fig. 18. B-mode scattered power (full channel) as a function of
frame number for select pressures for porphyrin (107 mL−1), Definity
(107 mL−1), and PG-Gly-PL-NBs (108 mL−1) at 2 (top) and 4 (bottom)
cycle transmits. Mean and standard deviations are plotted, averaging
over n = 3 measurements. For all NB agents, there is little decrease in
scattered power over ten frames.

propagation medium (especially for in vivo experiments). For
this reason, RF scaling was performed using a constant factor
over depth.

Other potential contributing factors to the CL such as
channel SNR coupled with quantization noise have not been
investigated in this study due to the impossibility of collecting
the required data.

C. B-Mode Full Channel ROI Results

See Fig. 18.
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